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ABSTRACT
The objective of the Integrated Structural Electrodynamic Propulsion (ISEP) Experiment is to demonstrate the
ability of multi-functional conductive structures to generate thrust and torque on a spacecraft system. The ISEP
experiment will deploy several lightweight, conducting structures nominally 10 meters in length from a CubeSat and
demonstrate generation of electrodynamic thrust and torque by driving currents along these booms. To affect
current closure to the plasma, a combination of field emissive array cathodes (FEACs) along with simple
lightweight, compact electron collectors, and miniature plasma contactors will be used to drive up to 1 ampere of
current through the booms. The goal is to generate current flow through the conductors in such a way as to produce
measurable thrust and torque on the host spacecraft, further validating the proposed concept. The data obtained on
plasma contactor performance and electrodynamic thrust will validate the feasibility of the ISEP concept and
provide crucial guidance on how to design future space systems incorporating structures with integrated
electrodynamic (ED) propulsion. These results will also be of benefit to missions and concepts that utilize
electrodynamic propulsion ranging from ED tether deorbit systems, ED drag makeup tether systems, as well as
systems requiring efficient plasma contactors such as traditional electric propulsion and spacecraft charging
subsystems.
INTRODUCTION

propellant expenditure, has been studied. This system
utilizes methods conceptually similar to electrodynamic
tethers with the added benefit of providing a capability
for generating thrust in almost any direction as well as
for providing torques for spacecraft attitude control.
Whereas electrodynamic tether systems typically
require very long (multi-kilometer) tether structures,
which incur significant dynamics and collisionavoidance challenges, the ISEP concept utilizes several
relatively short rigid booms with integrated conductors
capable of carrying large currents, as well as
components to enable electrical plasma contacts at the
ends of each boom. Nominally six of these booms will
be connected to a host spacecraft along orthogonal
axes, enabling the system to exert control in five
degrees of freedom of its motion in space. This
integrated propulsion and attitude control structure will
facilitate self-assembly of large space systems, and
enable propulsion of an assembled system during and
after such assembly. By making the system modular,
whereby the control nodes and booms are modular and
interconnecting, these elements form an innovative
Tinkertoy®-like family of components from which
larger scale systems can be assembled and reassembled.
These modular elements can provide structural support,
propulsion, attitude control, and power generation to

NASA’s Vision for Space Exploration (VSE) relies on
numerous systems of systems to support a return of
robotic and human explorers to the Moon in preparation
for human exploration of Mars.
Establishing a
sustainable and continuous manned presence on the
Moon, Mars, and deep space will require a very large
total mass of material to be either launched from Earth,
or obtained from the moon or asteroids and made
available for structural, propulsion, shielding or other
consumable needs. Moving this material in near-Earth
and cislunar space using traditional rocket-based
propulsion systems requires propellant masses that
represent a large fraction of the total required launch
mass, and thus cost, of the exploration architecture.
The development of reusable, propellantless propulsion
technologies could greatly reduce the overall costs of
the exploration of space and thus could enable the VSE
to evolve into an economically sustainable long-term
development of the Moon and near-Earth space.
The feasibility of an innovative multifunctional
propulsion-and-structure system concept, called
Integrated Structural Electrodynamic Propulsion
(ISEP), which uses current-carrying booms deployed
from a spacecraft to generate thrust with little or no
Voronka
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enable cost-effective on-orbit assembly and operation
of large systems such as space power satellites, verylarge aperture telescopes and interferometers, resource
depots, structures to support ISRU-derived shielding
materials, and large space tugs for transporting
propellant and resources in support of VSE missions.

Generator (PMG) and Tethered Satellite System TSS1R3 flight experiments.
Recently, NASA/MSFC
developed an electrodynamic tether experiment called
ProSEDS,4 the primary goal of which was to
demonstrate
electrodynamic
tether
propulsion.
ProSEDS, unfortunately, was cancelled weeks before
launch due to ISS-program concerns regarding large
orbiting structures.

Motivation
NASA’s Vision for Space Exploration as given to us by
the President’s Direction to NASA mandates us to
“implement a sustainable and affordable human and
robotic program to explore the solar system and
beyond.” Although NASA’s near-term efforts are
focused on utilizing mature chemical rocket-based
technologies to enable rapid replacement of the Shuttle
with the CEV systems, achieving the sustainable and
affordable goals of the VSE for persistent human
presence in space will require innovative technologies
and reusable infrastructure to dramatically reduce
mission costs. A particular problem that continues to
plague the space industry is the availability of low-cost
propulsion both to provide access to space and for inspace propulsion.
To support sustainable human and robotic exploration,
many systems and consumables to support their
operation must be delivered to space. Numerous
attempts are underway by private ventures to reduce the
costs associated with ground based launch systems, and
others are researching methods by which in-situ
resource utilization (ISRU) can be used to minimize the
propulsive delta-V requirements. Still others (including
TUI) are developing in-space propulsion systems that
minimize propellant usage to transport infrastructure
components, payloads, and consumables in space from
low-earth orbit to the Moon and beyond.1 TUI has
explored and refined the concept of Integrated
Structural Electrodynamic Propulsion (ISEP) – a
multifunctional structure that incorporates a propulsive
element with a rigid boom element that can be used as a
structural member either after a propulsive phase of a
mission or during a mission as a station keeping
element.

Figure 1. Conceptual illustration of a single Modular
Spacecraft with Integrated Structural Electrodynamic
Propulsive Elements.
Electrodynamic
Tether
Limitations:
While
electrodynamic (ED) tether systems have potential
benefits for several applications, the nature of typical
ED tether systems also limits their utility for many
other applications.
Typical electrodynamic tether
propulsion system designs require tethers with lengths
of 1 to 10s of kilometers, in which currents of 0.1 to 10
amperes (A) are driven to produce thrust levels on the
order of several newtons (N).5,6 Electrodynamic tethers
also require substantial ambient plasma densities,
limiting their operational range to LEO altitudes.
Because these long tethers have little or no flexural
rigidity, the dynamics of electrodynamic tether systems
can be quite complex, and these dynamics result in
dynamic effects on the host spacecraft that may not be
acceptable for some applications. Furthermore, their
long lengths make them unsuitable for use at altitudes
used by other high-value assets such as the ISS.
Finally, because a tether is long and flexible, gravity
gradient forces on the structure will orient the tether
along the local vertical direction, and because the
direction of electrodynamic thrust is always
perpendicular to both the tether and the local magnetic
field, an ED tether system is limited to providing thrust
along only one axis at any given time.

Electrodynamic Propulsion
Electrodynamic propulsion involves the use of currents
flowing through extended conductors to create thrust
forces through Lorentz interactions with a planetary or
interplanetary magnetic field.
The principles of
electrodynamic propulsion were originally discovered
during analyses of anomalous drag behavior in the Echo
balloon experiments in the 1960’s.2 The vast majority
of investigations on electrodynamic propulsion have
involved the use of long conducting space tethers, and
the basic principles of electrodynamic tethers were
demonstrated in the early 1990’s in the Plasma Motor
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ISEP Concept

the plasma, which typically achieved with the use of
little or no consumables.8

The purpose of the Phase I effort was to investigate an
innovative method for implementing electrodynamic
propulsion in a manner that may overcome many of the
limitations of ED tethers. The first adaptation is the use
of short, high-current conductors, rather than long, lowcurrent tethers, to generate thrust. This approach was
motivated in part by an analysis that showed that the
efficiency of an electrodynamic thruster, given a fixed
amount of power available and fixed conductor mass, is
independent of the length of the conductor.7
Consequently, electrodynamic systems using short
conductors carrying large currents can produce efficient
thrust, provided these large currents can be exchanged
with the ambient environment in an efficient manner.
The second innovative approach is to integrate the
electrodynamic component of the system with structural
elements, which are then coupled to the power
generation systems. The basic unit of this system is a
lightweight deployable boom that incorporates currentcarrying elements along its length, current emission
devices at both ends of the boom, and, optionally, thinfilm solar arrays mounted along the boom. This
multifunctional structure will provide not only virtually
propellantless propulsion for a space system, but also
act as a structural element for the construction of large
space systems and generate power for that system. This
forms the basis of a very powerful architecture whereby
a system of such system can be constructed.

Capabilities and Advantages
The ISEP concept has several unique capabilities and
advantages:
•

L through which a current ir flows,
B , will
experience a force iL " B due the Lorentz
orientation

when placed into a rmagnetic
field
r

interaction, as illustrated in Figure 2.
By
!
modulating
the current that flows from boom tip to
! be generated in
tip in all three axes, thrust may
almost any !
direction irrespective of the spacecraft’s
attitude and the direction of the Earth’s magnetic
field, other than along the direction of the magnetic
field. Even though the electrodynamic technique
cannot generate thrust along the magnetic field
line, because the magnetic field magnitude and
direction changes as the spacecraft moves in its
orbit, the system can still change all six of the
spacecraft’s orbital elements by properly
modulating the currents over a period of one or
more orbits.

A notional concept for such a system, depicted in
Figure 1, consists of a spacecraft in the central location
with six 50-meter booms attached to the structure
aligned along three orthogonal axes. This forms a
baseline of three 100-meter booms with plasma
contactors at the tips and near the central spacecraft
body. Each of the booms and the plasma contactor
elements can be disconnected and reconnected (when
current is not flowing) on orbit making the system
modular and reconfigurable.
In an orbit-raising electrodynamic tether system,
electrical energy generated by solar panels is used to
overcome the potential induced on a conductive tether
by its motion relative to the Earth’s magnetic field and
cause current to flow through the tether.
The
interaction of the current flowing along the tether
conductor and the ambient magnetic field produces a
force on the tether system that changes its orbit. Since
current must flow in a loop, electrodynamic tether
systems must include components to collect electrons
from the ambient space plasma and emit them back into
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•

Attitude Control: By modulating the current in
two halves of an axis independently, the average
force on either end will be equal and opposite
generating a net torque on the central body and
thereby providing the spacecraft with a means for
attitude control, as illustrated in Figure 2. Since
electrodynamic thrust forces cannot be generated
along the magnetic field vector, the torque is also
limited to be generated only in the plane
perpendicular to the magnetic field vector.

•

Reduced Structural Dynamics Complexity:
Whereas an electrodynamic tether system must
incorporate a complex system of sensors and
control to maintain dynamic stability of the long,
flexible conducting tether, the ISEP concept uses
relatively rigid booms to carry the currents and
transmit the forces throughout the system. The
rigid symmetric structure will reduce the need for
the development of complex flexible structure
dynamics control as long as the structure is
sufficiently rigid to exhibit minimal flex during
thrusting.
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system. To produce significant thrusts, an ISEP system
must be capable of carrying much larger currents than
are typically considered for electrodynamic tether
systems. To match the thrust level that a 10-kilometer
tether with 1 ampere of current flow in low-earth orbit
(LEO) could generate, approximately |iLxB| ≈ 0.3 N, a
100-meter ISEP boom must conduct 100 amperes of
current. To carry this current, the system must be
capable of collecting 100 amperes of electron current
(or emitting 100 A of ion current) from the ionospheric
plasma at one end of the structure and emitting 100 A
of electron current (or collecting 100 A of ion current)
at the other end of the structure. The technology to
efficiently contact such large currents to the ionosphere
has not been demonstrated in space. There are,
however, several technical options that are likely to
lead to feasible solutions, including Field Emission
Array Cathodes (FEACs), hollow cathode plasma
contactors, and several different concepts for passive
current collectors.

Figure 2. Method by which thrust and torque are
generated with the Integrated Structural
Electrodynamic Propulsion system.

ISEP Technology Challenges
This unique and innovative approach to Lorentz-force
propulsion does not come without its technical
challenges. The technical challenges to integrating the
ISEP concept into operational space systems include:

Enabled Applications
The proposed ISEP architecture enables a modular
approach to constructing large structures in orbit, with
the structures themselves providing capabilities for
propulsion, attitude control, and power generation.
Although a single ISEP element can provide useful
propulsion, as illustrated in Figure 2, this design
approach really pays off when two or more elements
are combined to create a larger structure, as illustrated
in Figure 3. Because the major source of inefficiency
in the electrodynamic propulsion system is in the
current collection and emission at the ends of the

A. Efficient collection and transmission of current
between the ISEP system and the ambient space
plasma;
B. Efficient collection, storage, and processing of
energy;
C. Mass-efficient and reliable deployable structures;
D. Formation flying and docking technologies.
Of these challenges, (B), (C), and (D) are not unique to
the ISEP concept and these challenges have received
substantial attention and investment under other NASA
and DoD programs. Challenge (A), that of efficiently
contacting large currents to the space plasma is
relatively unique to systems that utilize electrodynamic
propulsion, including ISEP, the MXER Tether
transportation concept, and electrodynamic tethers.
Consequently, in this Phase I project we have evaluated
technologies relevant to all three challenges and
focused our attention primarily upon technologies for
making electrical contact with the ionosphere.
High-Current Emission & Collection: Generation of
electrodynamic thrust requires transmission of a current
in one direction along a conductive element, such as
along a boom. A critical element of electrodynamic
propulsion is the closure of the current loop as required
by Kirchoff’s Law. In electrodynamic tether systems,
this current loop closure is accomplished using passive
electron collection by conductors with typically large
surface areas, followed by emission of electrons at the
other end of tether, and these contacts with the plasma
often present the greatest technical challenge in such a
Voronka
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structure, when multiple ISEP structures are linked in
series, the net efficiency of the system increases as
more modules are added.

technology will enable such systems to be
deployed and built-up in an incremental manner,
and can provide propellantless propulsion for
assembly and orbit maintenance, as well as attitude
control for retargeting.

The ISEP technology will thus be useful in the
construction and operation of space systems that require
large structures. Among the candidate applications are:
•

Space Solar Power Satellites (SSPS): Orbital
systems for collecting solar energy and
transmitting this energy to ground stations have
been proposed as a potential “green“ means for
satisfying growing global demands for power.
Such systems will require the deployment of large
fields of photovoltaic arrays or collectors for solarthermal power generation systems as well as the
deployment of very large antenna structures for
beaming the power to ground stations. The ISEP
architecture could provide a means for deploying
these large structures in a modular manner and
enabling the modules to self-assemble on orbit.
An additional potential SSPS approach that the
ISEP architecture could enable is solar power
satellites that are in non-GEO orbits. Typically,
SSPS architectures consider only systems in
geostationary orbits, in part to provide continual
coverage of a geographic location, but also because
the propellant requirements for maintaining the
orbit of such large structures in lower orbits would
be prohibitive using conventional propulsion
technologies. By integrating propulsion capability
into the structure, the ISEP technology could
enable solar power satellites to be flown in lower,
non-equatorial orbits, such as ‘MAGIC’ orbits9.
MAGIC orbits are a class of critically inclined,
sun-synchronous orbits with 2- or 3- hour periods,
so that they have a ground track that is identical
every day, that are designed to provide high dwell
time over a given geographic area of interest. A
system of 6 solar power satellites in a MAGIC
orbit could provide continuous power service to a
particular ground station.
The propellantless
propulsion capabilities of the ISEP technology
could perform the orbital maintenance of these
systems without large propellant requirements, and
by enabling the solar power satellites to fly at much
lower altitudes, the ISEP technology could greatly
reduce the size of the power-beaming antennas
necessary to deliver the power to the ground.

•

Orbital Tug: The propellantless electrodynamic
propulsion capabilities of the ISEP technology can
enable the construction of a system for orbit raising
or repositioning of space assets. Such an orbital
tug could be used for ferrying propellant tanks,
equipment, and other payloads from low-LEO
drop-off orbits up to propellant depots or space
stations at higher altitudes in support of VSE
activities.

•

Orbit Maintenance of Large LEO Systems:
Large LEO systems such as the International Space
Station experience constant orbital decay due to
aerodynamic drag, and the costs of launching
propellant up to these assets to provide reboost
capabilities represents a significant portion of their
operating budgets. Such systems could instead be
constructed using the ISEP technology as their
structural backbone, and then the structure of the
station itself could be used to provide the dragmakeup propulsion necessary to maintain their
orbits. Prior analyses of electrodynamic reboost of
the ISS using an electrodynamic tether indicated
that cost savings on the order of a billion dollars
were possible.10 The ISEP design approach could
enable similar capabilities with the station structure
itself serving as the electrodynamic conductor
while avoiding the impacts of a tether on station
microgravity characteristics as well as upon
spacecraft docking and proximity operations.

To evaluate the thrust performance of the ISEP system,
system simulations were performed where a 100ampere current was commanded to flow in the same
direction along two of the collinear 50 meter booms.
To generate torque in the system, 100-ampere currents
were commanded to flow in opposite directions along
the two collinear 50 meter booms, also as shown in
Figure 2.
Thrust performance is evaluated as
magnitude (N), thrust to power ratio, (µN/W), fuel mass
efficiency specific impulse Isp(sec), as well as total ∆V
(meters/sec) available after 30 days of continual thrust.
Torque performance was evaluated simply in terms of
average generated torque (N-m.)
When considering the average available thrust it should
be noted that thrust generated by the Z-aligned boom is
equivalent to that which a gravity gradient 100m long
tether would generate, and as expected, thrust levels go
down as inclination increases. When considering the
LVLH coordinate system, it is obvious that in nearequatorial orbits, the Earth’s dipole magnetic field is

Large
Aperture
Radio
Telescopes
&
Interferometers: Achieving high-priority science
goals such as detecting and eventually imaging
Earth-like planets around other stars will require
telescope and interferometric systems with
extremely large apertures and baselines. The ISEP
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very closely aligned to the Y-axis, which accounts for
the low thrust levels at low-inclination orbits. As the
orbital inclination increase to polar and sunsynchronous (retrograde) the angle between the
magnetic field line and the Y-axis boom increases
dramatically. As the thrust-to-power, and specific
impulse calculations are fundamentally a function of
thrust when available power and fuel consumption are
held constant, the results for these two metrics closely
resemble the distribution of the average thrust results.

itself quite favorably as can be seen by the shaded are
of Figure 4. The ISEP system can also be compared to
an electrodynamic tether system and in particular the
Microsatellite Propellantless Electrodynamic Tether
(µPET) system,11 whose thrust-to-power ratios range
from 0.069 to 0.031 N/kW as the orbital inclination
varies, however due to the use of a bare tether for
electron collection and FEACs for electron emission it
is truly propellantless resulting in an infinite Isp.
Nevertheless, the ISEP system performance is
competitive, and becomes truly interesting where
modular structural elements are needed for the mission,
and even more so where multiple boom elements can be
collinearly assembled.

The simulated results indicated that the total ∆V
generated by a single boom running at 100A with a
100% duty cycle is in the tens of thousands meters per
second range. This provides significant maneuvering
capability suitable for long duration missions and those
that have large total ∆V requirements.
The magnitudes of the torques generated by the ISEP
system by flowing 100 amperes through two collinear
boom segments albeit in opposite. As the torque
generated by a single boom segment is proportional to

r
r r
L ! iL ! B the relationship of torque magnitude as

(

)

compared to altitude and orbital inclination are less
intuitive due to the geometrical of the relative
orientations of the thrust vector and the moment arm
(thrusting boom orientation), with the added
presumable effects of the South Atlantic Anomaly
(SAA) on the resultant 30 day average available
torques. The significant result here is that the ISEP
system torque levels are in 1-10 N-m range whereas
most of the disturbance torques that concern spacecraft
system designers (aerodynamic, gravity gradient, solar
pressure, stray magnetic, leaks/outgassing, thermal flex)
are in the 10-8 to 10-1 N-m range, which indicates that
the ISEP system has adequate margin to suggest that it
can provide the torque needed to afford the control
system sufficient attitude control authority.

Figure 4. Comparison of ISEP performance with
respect to other electric propulsion technologies12.
ISEP FLIGHT EXPERIMENT
There are several technical challenges that must be
addressed to advance the technology readiness level of
the ISEP concept to the point where it can be used in
operational space systems, many of which are core
required technologies common with other space
systems and are receiving significant attention and
investment by other NASA and DoD efforts. The one
key challenge that is relatively unique to the ISEP
concept is the requirement for a power- and massefficient means for collecting and transmitting large
currents between the ISEP structure and the ambient
space plasma. To address this technical challenge, we
have developed an experiment that can be
accomplished within the scope of a Phase II NIAC
effort. The purpose of this experiment will be to
establish the feasibility of generating significant
electrodynamic forces using a structural element with
integrated conductive elements.

Because the major source of inefficiency in the
electrodynamic propulsion system is in the current
collection and emission at the ends of the structure (and
not by power dissipated in the boom structure), when
multiple ISEP structures are linked in series, the net
efficiency of the system increases as more modules are
added. In this analysis the mass of conductor is not as
critical as the electrodynamic conductor lengths are
significantly shorter (10s-100s of meters as compared
to 10s-100s of kilometers) therefore represent a small
mass fraction of the overall. It should also be noted that
the mass of the booms also represents structural
elements for end-application use and therefore are not
simply a propulsion system mass penalty.
In summary, when the performance of the ISEP system
with 50 meter booms is compared in performance to
alternate electric propulsions technologies, it represents
Voronka
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Experiment Objectives

within the funding scope of a NIAC Phase II effort, we
will perform the experiment utilizing the low-cost
CubeSat nanosatellite platform. By taking advantage of
the low launch costs available through the University
CubeSat platform ($40K/cubesat), and re-using
nanosatellite component technologies that were
developed for TUI’s “Multi-Application Survivable
Tether” (MAST) nanosatellite experiment,13 a simple
flight demonstration can be performed within the
funding scope of a Phase II effort.

The key technical objectives of the Phase II experiment
effort will be to:
•
•

Test the performance of a candidate propellantless
plasma contactor technology;
Demonstrate that meaningful thrust and torque
levels can be generated using relatively short (few
meters) electrodynamic element;

Experiment Details
The proposed ISEP experiment will deploy several
lightweight conducting boom structures, 5-10 m in
length, from a nanosatellite bus, as illustrated in Figure
6, and demonstrate generation of electrodynamic thrust
and torque by driving currents along these booms. To
demonstrate emission of electrons to the space plasma
without the use of propellant or consumables, we will
use a combination of field emissive array cathodes
(FEACs) along with simple lightweight, compact
electron collectors to drive up to 1 ampere of current
through the booms. The goal is to generate current
flow through the rigid conductors in such a way as to
produce measurable thrust and torque on the host
spacecraft, further validating the proposed concept.
In order to accomplish the experiment within the
funding scope of a Phase II effort, the experiment will
be designed and conducted as a class-D mission, with
single-string design and minimal ground testing. In
doing so, we will necessarily be accepting a significant
level of mission risk; however, the costs associated with
conducting extensive ground testing of the technology
prior to the flight are significantly greater than the
$40K launch costs, so this approach makes sense from a
cost-risk perspective.

Figure 5. Nanosatellite experiment carrying a number
of FEACs and 4 rigid insulated booms with
electron collecting spheres at their ends.
The data obtained on plasma contactor performance and
electrodynamic thrust will validate the feasibility of the
ISEP concept, and provide crucial guidance on how to
design future space systems incorporating structures
with integrated electrodynamic propulsion.

System Concept
The experiment concept design seeks to balance the
extreme limitations in mass, volume, and cost with the
objective to demonstrate the generation of significant
levels of thrust and torque using short electrodynamic
elements. The primary limitation on this experiment
boils down to the small amount of spacecraft surface
area available for body-mounted solar cells.
Deployable solar panels are always a consideration,
however the design, testing, and validation work
needed to ensure reliable deployment is costly for this
effort and therefore eliminated from consideration.
When all of the faces of a 10x10x10 cm CubeSat are
covered with readily available triple-junction solar
cells, the average available power to the spacecraft
systems is on the order of 1 watt. For this experiment
to produce thrust and torque levels that will be of
interest for future applications and demonstrate high-

Experiment Concept
In developing the proposed experiment concept, we
considered both ground-based and space-based
experiments. Due to the complexity and cost of
matching the many critical parameters of an ISEP space
system in a ground-based vacuum chamber experiment,
such as length scales, plasma densities, ultra-highvacuum and cleanliness requirements, and millinewtonlevel thrust sensitivities, we came to the conclusion that
the best advancement of the ISEP technology can be
achieved by conducting a very simple flight
experiment. To accomplish this flight experiment
Voronka
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In the following paragraphs we detail the baseline
technology concepts for the boom, electron emitter, and
electron collector components of the ISEP nanosatellite
experiment.
Deployable Conducting Booms

Figure 6.

To achieve separation between the electron emitters and
the electron collector, a rigid conductive boom will be
used as previously discussed in the ISEP system. On
the nanosatellite scale, we propose to baseline the use
of spring steel (measuring tape) or copper beryllium
strips as they have appropriate stiffness, mass and
packing density for this scale of boom. While the
illustration in Figure 5 shows two 5-m booms, during
the preliminary design phase of this experiment, a trade
study will be performed to determine the optimal boom
length to ensure that the sheaths from electron
collection and emission do not overlap. Then, based on
the available mass and volume, the number of booms
may be decreased to allow for the booms to be
lengthened.

Block diagram of the proposed ISEP
nanosatellite experiment, where for
simplicity a single boom with electron
collection sphere is depicted.

current operation of propellantless plasma contactor
technologies, it must drive currents in the range of 0.5-1
Amperes along its booms. To achieve these current
levels within such a power-limited system, the
experiment will operate in a pulsed mode, with the
ISEP system driven for periods on the order of 0.1 to 1
seconds every several hours.

FEAC Electron Emission Devices

A block diagram of the experiment concept is shown in
Figure 6. Body mounted solar cells will be used to
collect energy, which will be used both to drive the
nanosatellite bus systems and charge up a high voltage
capacitor. When the capacitor is fully charged, a highvoltage relay will be fired to allow the capacitor to
drive current along the deployed conductive booms. At
the distal end of the boom, a simple passive contactor
with extremely high surface-area-to-mass will be used
to collect electrons from the ambient plasma. These
electrons will flow along the boom to the CubeSat,
where a bank of electron emitters mounted on one of
the six faces of the cube will eject them back into the
ambient plasma. The number of cathodes and the size
of the passive collector will be chosen to enable
currents of up to 1 Amp to be driven through this
system. By energizing various combinations of the four
booms, we will demonstrate both net thrust and net
torque on the CubeSat.
A combination of
magnetometers and MEMS-based accelerometers and
gyros will be used to sense changes in the satellite’s
state after each current pulse. The timing and direction
of the current pulses will be chosen to demonstrate
active control over the CubeSats’s attitude, such as by
first removing any initial tumble due to ejection from
the PPOD or deployment of the booms, and then
spinning up the system in a controllable manner.

Voronka

Figure 7. SRI’s Spindt type FEAC with 50,000 tips
packaged in a standard TO-5 can.
To accomplish electron emission without the use of
consumables, we intend to utilize SRI International’s
Spindt field emissive array emissive cathodes (FEACs)
mounted on one face of the CubeSat body. TUI has
been working with SRI for a number of years and has
experience with chamber testing of the SRI FEACs in
support of electrodynamic tether missions. TUI already
has over 20 of these devices available in-house, which
are available for integration and into a nanosatellite
flight experiment. As has been mentioned previously,
there are handling and integration issues that deal with
the cleanliness and contamination of the tips that would
severely and adversely affect their performance in
flight. In addition to proper handling, sealing and
conditioning of these cathodes in flight, additional
margin is gained through the integration of a number of
8
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multiple cathodes onto a single face of the nanosatellite
so that should one device fail, redundant devices could
then be utilized.

characteristics of the device were measured (e.g. I-V
characteristics, mass efficiency), and its operational
characteristics of robust and reliable starts and restarts
were demonstrated. Preliminary tests for this effort
indicate that multi-ampere current levels are readily
achievable.

Currently a FEAC module that would include a number
of individual cathode units (TO-5 cans, each with 50K
tips) in a vacuum-sealed enclosure with integrated
conditioning and drive electronics is being developed.
While this module is the device of choice for an ISEP
system based on its efficiency, there are some issues
with the use of FEACs that need to be discussed. The
construction of a vacuum chamber with sufficiently low
leakage rates presents a challenge on the picosatellite
scale due to the thick walled metal components required
to make the vacuum enclosure and seal which results in
relatively large and heavy components. In addition, the
demonstrated current output of a single FEAC device is
well below the target current of the demonstration
mission requiring multiple TO-5 devices to be
integrated. Therefore alternate devices are being
considered at this time, primarily for the picosatellite
mission, and also to fill out the trade space of available
contactor options.

The SOLEX is an ideal candidate for an electron
emission source and a plasma contactor for ISEP, not
only for large-scale missions, but are also a reasonable
alternative for the picosatellite experiment. The SOLEX
device is scalable with the size of the device mostly
depending on the amount of energy required and
therefore amount of expellant material. Since the device
itself only consists of an electrode, expellant, and a
housing, it can be made quite small and lightweight,
especially in cases where the number of hours of
operation is quite low. While there are still a number of
developmental challenges to be addressed with the
SOLEX, including optimization of the expellant
material, thermal control, and refining the shape of the
ionization chamber to increase the power efficiency of
the device, its size and robustness make this device an
excellent candidate for the ISEP system and
picosatellite demonstration mission. work will

Solid Expellant (SOLEX) Device
The Tethered Satellite System Reflight mission (TSS1R), flew on STS-75 in February of 1996 during which
a satellite was successfully deployed to a distance of
19.7 kilometers before the tether separated. The tether
separation event produced a surprising mission result in
which a one ampere current flowed through the tether
during the breaking event and for over a minute longer
afterwards. This current exceeded the anticipated
mission maximum current level and was achieved
without the use of a plasma contactor at the cathode end
of the tether. Post-mission analyses and experiments 14
have demonstrated that the current may have been
maintained by a self-sustaining discharge fueled by
trapped neutral gasses and the tether’s Teflon (FEP)
insulation. Harnessing the physics of the tether break
event, efforts have been made to develop a high-current
solid-expellant plasma generator – the SOLEX.

Figure 8. Functional Schematic of Solid Expellent
(SOLEX) Device15.
Electron Collection: The “Hedgehog” Contactor
Although our analyses indicate that an operational ISEP
system will be most effective if it utilizes a hollow
cathode plasma contactor to perform active collection
of electrons at the anode end of the system, hollow
cathode devices require mass, power, and propellant
well in excess of what can be supported in a
nanosatellite experiment.
Passive collection of
electrons using a large surface area conductor such as
an conducting sphere or a gridded mesh sphere 16
deployed by inflation of a UV-dissolving membrane
have been proposed for the MXER tether system;
however solid sphere or grid sphere collectors would
also require a significant fraction of the available
nanosatellite resources.
To enable the ISEP
nanosatellite to perform passive electron collection with

The Solid Expellant (SOLEX) plasma generator (Figure
8) is a new device being developed by Dr. Stone at SRS
Technologies, and represents a new class of devices
that can very simply and robustly generate a plasma and
support electron emission. The SOLEX utilizes a solid
expellant therefore eliminating the need for gas
containers, regulators, and plumbing that hollow
cathodes need, significantly simplifying the design and
implementation of the device. In addition, the SOLEX
is not sensitive to contamination, does not require
cathode conditioning and stand-by power, and can be
readily restarted. During the course of a NASA SBIR,
the device physics were validated, performance
Voronka
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a large effective collecting area yet with minimal mass
and volume requirements, we propose to utilize a novel
electron collection method called the “Hedgehog”,
illustrated in Figure 9. This device is simply a bundle
of conductive strips, such as metal-coated aramid fibers
such as Aracon® or AmberStrand®, or aluminized
Mylar® film, which will be tied at one end to the distal
end of the boom. These yarns will be left untwisted, so
that when they are charged to even relatively small
voltages, the individual fibers in the yarns will spread
apart due to electrostatic repulsion, forming a roughly
spherical “Koosh-ball” like structure.
The concept
originated from observations made during our efforts to
braid tether structures using AmberStrand yarn, where
we found that untwisted segments of the yarn tend to
spead apart and become almost unmanageable just due
to electrostatic charges accumulated during handling.
A 2 meter diameter ‘Hedgehog’ structure with a
conductive yarn every 40º of solid angle, and a 12
micron filament approximately every 1º of solid angle
will have an estimated mass of 10 grams. In zero-gee,
it is expected that the effect of the electrostatic forces
will be more pronounced and symmetric. Preliminary
analyses indicate that this structure can potentially
collect over 90% of the electron current that a similarly
sized inflatable conducting sphere would collect, with a
much lower total system mass.

degrees. When the system has been pumped up to
affect spacecraft rotation at the rate of a few rotations
per orbit, the magnetometer-derived attitude can be
used to estimate vehicle spin rates as well.
Concept of operations
In summary, the mission operations of the proposed
nanosatellite experiment will be as follows:

Figure 9. Electron collector at the end of the boom
constructed of electrostatically separated
conductive elements.
To enable the system to emit currents in the 100s of
milliamperes range, the potential drop across the entire
system ranging from the electron collection structure,
drop along the boom(s) and acceleration potential of the
FEACs, will be in the 500-1000 volt range. The
instrumentation aboard the spacecraft will be used to
measure the amount of current actually flowing through
the spacecraft boom(s), tip and gate currents from the
FEACs, ambient magnetic field to estimate the thrust
levels as well as vehicle orientation. By comparing the
measured ambient magnetic field with the Earth’s
modeled field using such models as IGRF or the WMM
(knowing the spacecrafts position in space), the
vehicle’s attitude and can be estimated to within a few
Voronka
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1.

After the third stage delivers its primary
payload to orbit, the P-POD deploys the
nanosatellite experiment.

2.

After allowing sufficient time to elapse to
ensure physical separation from its neighbors,
a burn wire is activated to release the booms.

3.

The spacecraft assumes a low-power
configuration in order to maximize the transfer
of incident solar radiation to the energy
storage capacitor. Preliminary calculations
suggest that the average available 1W from the
spacecraft’s solar panels would allow the
capacitor to be charged in 4-6 orbital periods.

4.

Once residual dynamics from boom
deployment have dampened, and sufficient
charge levels have been achieved, the
spacecraft monitors the strength and
orientation of the ambient magnetic field and
the day/night status of its orbital position.
When the spacecraft is appropriately aligned to
generate a force/torque in the desired direction
and when the spacecraft is preferable
illuminated (the ambient plasma density is
typically higher in the daytime allowing for
increased electron collection, and reduced
space charge limiting effects), the following
steps are executed in short order:

5.

The high voltage power supply (HVPS) is
disconnected from the energy storage
capacitor.

6.

Appropriate high voltage relays are closed
between the capacitor and the desired booms.

7.

The FEACs are commanded to emit current,
thereby closing the circuit and effecting the
discharge of the energy storage capacitor.
During the discharge, high speed sampling of
the capacitor voltage, boom currents, and
magnetic field (for orientation) is enabled.

8.

Once the capacitor has been discharged, the
FEACs are disabled, the HV relays to the
boom(s) are opened, and if there is sufficient
21st Annual AIAA/USU
Conference on Small Satellites

battery power, the HVPS is energized once
again to initiate charging of the energy storage
capacitor.
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The criteria for mission success include the efficient
emission of electrons to space plasma, with torque
inducing currents flowing through the spacecraft
booms, affecting a measurable increase in the rotational
rate of the spacecraft. It is estimated that a few weeks
of mission operations that will most likely be preprogrammed and autonomous to reduce overall costs
are sufficient to achieve the aforementioned mission
objectives. In addition to receiving spacecraft telemetry
via RF downlink, it is expected that with suitable
placement of reflective materials on the spacecraft and
boom(s), both passive observers and laser tracking
stations should be able to directly observe the rotation
of this nanosatellite.
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